S TA N D I N G B E A R M A Q U E T T E

Orders will be placed with the foundry after
October, 2017 statue dedication.
Delivery time is 8-12 weeks from date of
casting order being placed with the foundry.

Please send orders and payment to:

Nebraska Commission on Indian Affairs
PO Box 94981, Lincoln, Nebraska 68509
Invoice available upon request.
Please make checks payable to:
Lincoln Community Foundation
Please provide physical address for ship to:

ABOUT THE ARTIST

“A gift from God” is how Benjamin Victor describes
his ability to create spectacular works of art. Benjamin joined the ranks of Michelangelo, Bernini, and
French by receiving his first large commission at only 23 years old. At age 26, he became the youngest
artist ever to have a sculpture in our Nation’s foremost col-lection, the National Statuary Hall in the
United States Capitol. Nine years later he became
the only living artist to have two works in Statuary
Hall. Art critics and organizations, including the National Sculpture Society in New York City, continue
to recognize the aesthetic and conceptual integrity
of Benjamin’s artwork. His passion and drive clearly
show in each of his unique and profound creations.
With expressive features, exquisite detail, and
thought-provoking content, the work of Benjamin
Victor is sure to take its place among the great
masterpieces of art history.

Please contact Nebraska Commission on Indian Affairs
with order questions and inquiries.

402-471-3475
e-mail: Scott.w.shafer@nebraska.gov

LIMITED EDITION
Chief Standing Bear
Memorial Statue

To memorialize this historic story
and court decision, Lincoln,
Nebraska native Donald M.
Campbell has commissioned
world renowned sculptor
Benjamin Victor to create a
10 foot bronze statue of Chief
Standing Bear capturing the
famous 1879 Omaha courtroom
scene where Chief Standing
Bear so eloquently stated “I Am
a Man”. This piece is slated for
installation and dedication on
Lincoln, Nebraska’s Centennial
Mall in October, 2017.

from his birth on
the banks
of the Niobrara River in Nebraska until his death
in 1908, Chief Standing Bear spent his life in
constant struggle to gain equality and justice for
our nation’s Native Americans. In 1877, Chief
Standing Bear and the Ponca Tribe were forced
by a federal treaty to leave their homeland in
Nebraska for Indian Country in what is now
Oklahoma. In honoring his sons dying wish,
against government restriction, Chief Standing
Bear and a small band of Ponca braved frigid
winter weather to return to their homeland in
Nebraska. In a historic 1879 court decision
in Omaha district court, Standing Bear was
found to be a “person under the law” and freed.
Chief Standing Bear became the first Native
American to be recognized as a person in a
federal court decision.

we are currently accepting
orders for both sizes.
24 inch maquette ............$5,700
36 inch maquette.............$12,500

The Chief Standing Bear Trail Foundation
is pleased to announce to the public the
opportunity to purchase and own copies of the
original 10 foot bronze statue. We are offering
25 limited edition (numbered) 24” inch tall
pieces and 36” inch tall pieces. These pieces
are limited edition and will be sold first come,
first serve. Once these limited edition pieces
are sold, no more will ever be produced.

ACT NOW!
TO HONOR THE LEGACY OF THIS
HISTORIC FIGURE

Proceeds of the sales will go toward
Chief Standing Bear Scholarships for Native high school
and college students and toward ongo-ing maintenance
and upkeep of the Centennial Mall statue.

